Retreat in Nature
The presence of the great
Serra do Marão which from
Amarante starts to rise in
majestic landscapes and the
river Tâmega, the most
extensive affluent of the
Douro born in Galiza, which
runs in the heart of the city
highlighting the picturesque
houses that rise on both
margins.

Programme includes:
•Minimum two nights stay in all types of rooms;
•Breakfast served in the breakfast room;
•VIP treatment on arrival;
•"Five O'Clock Tea" served in the room;
•"Walk through the Serra do Marão" experience with
Tourist Guide, transport, regional snack and drinks:
includes transport from the Hotel: duration 05 hours;
•Access to the indoor pool and jacuzzi circuit;
•Free Wi-Fi throughout the property.

Rates per room per night, from:
Classic Double Room:

180,00€

Prestige Double Room:

190,00€

Charming Double Room:

200,00€

Wine Experience Suite:

259,00€

Quinta de Sanguinhedo, 166 Castanheiro Redondo
4600 – 761 Telões - Amarante

Plan your refuge in nature by visiting the
Serra do Marão. You will deflower a
heritage constituted of beautiful forest
spots, we will explore the highest places
with breathtaking landscapes and passing
by the viewpoint of Nossa Senhora de
Moreira, where we feel insignificant such
is the beauty and vastness of everything
that surrounds us and that draw the
landscape.

Booking conditions:
The Serra do Marão Tour Experience and the services
included must be booked in advance (minimum 2 days)
in order to guarantee availability.
The above mentioned rates include VAT at the legal rate
in place and the Programme is subject to rate and room
availability as well as to change without prior notice..

[Miradouro de Nossa Senhora de Moreira]

"Beyond the Marão they send
those who are there." Miguel Torga
Cancellation policy:
Validity of the Programme:
Valid from 1 of March 2021 to 30 June 2021
(inclusive).
Excludes festive dates such as Easter (1 to 4 April).
Amarante S. Gonçalo celebration (4 to 6 of June)

If you have any questions, please contact us and we will be happy to help. E-mail: reservas@monverde.pt
Tel.: +351 255 143 100 citando “Programa Retiro na Natureza no Monverde Wine Experience Hotel”

Presentation of the mandatory credit card to
guarantee the reservation. The hotel reserves the
right to pre-authorize it before arrival.
Cancellations and changes are free of charge
until 18h00 (GMT) on the 2nd day before the
arrival date. A penalty equal to the value of the
programme will be charged for late cancellation
or modification, non-attendance or early
departure.

